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Introduction

All human beings learn language under the right conditions and the conditions are well-known in 
the field of language teaching. Learners must encounter language they can understand and then use 
that language to make their own meaning. This book aims to support the teacher in creating these 
necessary conditions by providing interesting language input followed by activities that allow 
students to think and produce language. The activities in this book are designed to require no 
additional preparation and to be easy to implement in the classroom.

The content in this book is designed to hold the learners' interest so that language can be noticed 
and produced. The teacher is never responsible for testing content. Rather, the teacher’s role is to 
provide opportunities for students to discuss content in order to process language meaningfully. 
Readings are kept short and simple so that students can read and understand on their own, without 
the teacher explaining or translating. Because they do not need to test content, teachers may simply 
enjoy the interesting readings along with the students. Language tasks in this book generally have 
no “right” answers. Most questions are designed to be open-ended, so that teachers can focus on 
helping students feel comfortable using language and on stimulating students' thinking and 
language production.

For each story, article, or poem, teachers should allow students adequate time to read the text on 
their own. Encourage students to mark words that are unfamiliar to them while reading. When 
students don't know a word, the teacher should stimulate more language production and encourage 
collaborative learning by encouraging students to ask other classmates if they know the unfamiliar 
word. If the text is the right level for the class, someone in the class will likely be able to share 
knowledge of the word with others. In this way, the entire vocabulary of the class will be raised 
with little effort and teacher time, while the students naturally are encouraged to speak in the target 
language. When students check with each other and share knowledge of vocabulary, the teacher's 
job is much easier and the students gain autonomy. Finally, the teacher need only spend a moment 
teaching the one or two words that no student in the class knows.

Teachers can easily implement the language tasks by helping students to understand the questions 
and instructions, rather than focusing on getting a “right” answer. For example, suppose the texts 
asks “Which characters in the story speak?” The teacher can best encourage noticing and 
producing language by focusing on the question and the story, not on the answer. The teacher can 
help the student understand the question by asking “What does the question say? How many 
characters were in the story? How do we know someone is speaking in a story?” The teacher may 
direct the students to look more carefully at the text: “Let's look carefully at the story. Does anyone 
speak in the first line? What about the second line?” The teacher may facilitate collaboration and 
production by encouraging students to interact. “Ask your partner who speaks first in the story? 
Ask the classmate behind you who speaks second?” Throughout the text, remember that tasks are 
designed to be open-ended, to stimulate more critical thinking, and to produce more language. 

In traditional teaching, there has sometimes been an overemphasis on assessment and correction, 
and, yet, it’s well-known that learners must have time to process and learn language before they 
can produce it. This book aims to give students plenty of time to learn before any testing begins. 
Teachers are encouraged to repeat or expand activities and to wait until they observe increased 
production from students before attempting to assess progress. Prepared revision and assessment 
items are at the ends of the third and sixth units. 

Additional activities and video demonstrations of certain activities can be found on the companion 
site for Gujarat State Board textbooks at www.onlinetextbook.info and on the site for this book at 
www.StudyDo.asia.

Focus on Language

Encourage Collaborative Learning

Focus on Questions and Texts

Assessment

Additional Support
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Thanks to Flickr user, thunderchild7, for the CC By 2.0 image, “Waiter, there’s a rainbow 
in my glass.” http://www.flickr.com/photos/thunderchild5/574390416/

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

StudyDo.asia

This unit is about colour.  What do 
you see in the picture? 

List  all the things you see that you 
can name in English. 

How many words  did you list?

?Allow adequate time for the students to read the text.

?Encourage them to mark unfamiliar words.

?Encourage them to ask classmates for help with words they don’t know.

?Only “teach” the words that no one in the class is familiar with.

?Focus on helping students understand the questions, not on helping them answer.

?Remember, most questions will have no one“right” answer. 

?Stimulate student thinking.

?Help students feel comfortable using language.

?Additional resources are available at www.onlinetextbook.info and www.StudyDo.asia.

World of Colour

UNIT 1

Things to remember for each Study-Do Activity:

Share your list with your classmates. Who made the longest list?

Write one new word that you learned from a classmate’s list.
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Do

Green said, “I am the colour of nature. That is why I am the best.” 

Yellow smiled, “I bring warmth to the world. The sun, the moon, and the stars are all yellow.” 

Orange laughed, “I am courage! Surely, I am the most important.” 

Red shouted, “I am the sign of strength and authority.”

Long, long ago, the colours in the rainbow started 
to quarrel. Each colour thought it was the most 
important colour of all.

Violet said “I am the colour of humility and 
wisdom. I am the most important.” 

Indigo spoke softly, “I am the colour of silence. 
You need me for peace and prayer. I am the most 
important one.” 

Blue interrupted, “I am the colour of water. Water 
makes up life. Without me, you would be 
nothing.”

Study

The Quarrelling Colours – Part 1 – By Damyanti Umra

ACTIVITY 1

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

CC By 2.0 image, “It’s Raining at the Broken Bridge,” in Chennai by Vinoth Chandar, 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/vinothchandar/4297342496/

Remember to allow students adequate time to read the text on their own. Encourage students to mark words that 
are unfamiliar to them while reading. When using the Study-Do texts, teachers can always encourage students to 
use collaborative learning to build vocabulary. When students don’t know a word, first encourage them to ask 
other classmates if they know the unfamiliar word. If the text is the right level for the class, someone in the class 
will likely be able to share knowledge of the word with others. In this way, the entire vocabulary of the class is 
raised with little effort and teacher time. 

When students check with each other and share knowledge of vocabulary, the teacher’s job is much easier and the 
students gain autonomy. Finally, the teacher need only spend time teaching the one or two words that no student 
in the class knows.

Teachers can easily implement the Study-Do tasks by remembering to focus on helping students to understand the 
questions and instructions, not in helping them to answer. For example, the first time students make a chart 
showing the opinions of their classmates, teachers facilitate by modelling the first entry or by explaining the 
process. 

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

What colours have you seen in the story so far?

______________________________________________________________________________

Which colour do you like best? 

______________________________________________________________________________

Favourite Colours of Classmates Number of Classmates Who Like Each Colour

RED 123

GREEN 1
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Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

Ask all your classmates about their favourite colours. What colours do your classmates like? 

Make a chart showing all the colours that classmates like best. Count how many classmates 
like each colour.

Favourite Colours of Classmates Number of Classmates Who Like Each 
Colour

Look carefully at your chart. 

Your chart shows every colour that your classmates liked. Is there any colour in the rainbow that 
is not on the chart? Is there any colour in the rainbow that nobody in your class likes?

______________________________________________________________________________

Which colour did the most people like? The colour that most people like is the most popular 
colour. How many people in your class like the most popular colour?

The most popular colour in my class is _____________________________________________. 

________________ [number] people like the most popular colour.

Which colour did the fewest people like? How many people liked that colour? The colour that 
fewest people like is the least popular colour.

The least popular colour in my class is ___________________________________________. 

_______________ [number] people like the least popular colour.

Is your favourite colour one of the most popular colours or a less popular colour?

______________________________________________________________________________

For the colour chart, demonstrate by asking a child for a favourite colour. Tell the students they will write the 
colour the first time a classmate says it, but the second time they hear the colour, they will add to the count to 
show that two students like the same colour. Every time a student hears a new colour from classmates, the student 
adds that colour to the list. Every time he hears a colour that other students like as well, he adds to the count.

Video demonstrations of selected tasks being taught in classroom situations are available via 
www.onlinetextbook.info and www.StudyDo.asia. 
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Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities
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ACTIVITY 2

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

Suddenly there was thunder and lightning and it began to rain heavily. 

The seven colours - violet, indigo blue, green, yellow, orange, and red - all heard the angry voice 
of the rain.

“You stupid, foolish colours, why are you fighting among yourselves? Don’t you know each of 
you is important?” The lightning stopped and the thunder quieted. 

The rain said, “Listen to me. Each of you has a special purpose. When I stop the storm, you must 
all hold hands and help each other. You will help each other stretch across the sky to make the 
rainbow. The rainbow is a special sign. It shows that if we all work together and help each other, 
even with our differences, we will all shine.” 

The colours understood their mistake. The storm ended and the colours happily joined hands.

Do

The colours helped to make a rainbow. You can help, too. Everyone can help to make school a 
better place to learn. 

Look at this picture with a 
partner. Name the objects 
you see. 

 ask 
your classmates to help 
you name at least ONE 
MORE object.

After you name as many 
objects as you can,

CC By 2.0 image, “Education,” Vincent Desjardins, http://www.flickr.com/photos/endymion120/4874971210/

Use the picture and your list of objects to help you write two sentences about things you 
can do to help in your school.

Share your sentences with your classmates.

The Quarrelling Colours – Part 2 – By Damyanti Umra
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Teachers can offer an additional listening activity by beginning Activity 2 with an oral reading of the text that the 
students read in Activity 1. The teacher may wish to read, “The Quarrelling Colours – Part 1”, clearly and with 
expression or allow a student to read. Simply use the listening as a reminder of the story beginning, then return to 
allowing students time and space to read Part 2 on their own. At times, additional recordings of texts will be 
available on www.onlinetextbook.info and www.StudyDo.asia.

Remember throughout the unit that the goal is for students to notice and produce language. Teachers can support 
this by scaffolding activities that the students find challenging. The activities in the textbook are often written as 
individual or small group activities. Most activities, however, can easily be turned into full class activities. This 
picture activity is a good example. Rather than having the students start by doing the language task individually, 
the teacher may begin eliciting vocabulary by simply asking the class to look carefully at the photo and to name 
all the things in it. The teacher may then ask each student to write one thing the students could do in the 
photographed classroom. Students at lower levels may only write one or two words. Teachers will want to 
encourage any production from students as first steps in language acquisition. Students will quickly begin to 
balance their production with their level of comprehension as they are given opportunity and encouragement.

Give students time and freedom to move around the room to share their written answers with their classmates so 
that all can benefit from the group’s knowledge. Always encourage students to produce varied answers from their 
own ideas. There are no right or wrong answers to these open-ended questions.

Remember, students must have time to express their own thoughts in order to acquire the ability to use language 
meaningfully.

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

What are five ideas for helping that other classmates wrote about?

Many ideas are interesting, but not all ideas are easily done. 

Ranking means to put in order. Rank the easiest idea first, the next easiest second…. The idea 
that is most difficult to do should be number five!

Work with your group to rank the five interesting ideas from easiest to most difficult. 

Work together to actually do your easiest idea for helping.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

My group ranks these five interesting ideas by how easy they are to do like this: 

1. Easiest

2.

3.

4.

5. Most 
Difficult

13
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When I put YELLOW
Paint on RED,
The colours change
To ORANGE instead.
And, mixing BLUE
And RED, I get
A pretty shade
of VIOLET.

Another trick
That I have seen:
YELLOW and BLUE
Turn into GREEN.

There's magic when
My colours mix. 
It's fun to watch them
doing tricks.

M
ix th

e colou
rs as d

escrib
ed

 in
 th

e p
oem

.

Paints – by Ilo Orleans

ACTIVITY 3

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

Do

Say these tongue twisters as fast as you can.

Red bulb blue bulb. Red bulb blue bulb.

The black bug bit a big black bear. But where is the big black bear that the big black bug bit?

Purple Paper People, Purple Paper People, Purple Paper People

What do you think makes these phrases hard to say?

Write two more tongue twisters. See if your classmates can say them.

Listen to the tongue twisters your classmates wrote. 
Which tongue twister was the hardest for you to say?

14

Mix the colours below, then create your own names for them. Will you create names that 
are things or will you create names in some other way? 

Colour 1 
Mix Green & Blue

Colour 2 
Mix Orange & Purple

Colour 3 
Mix Red & Blue & Yellow

Name Your Colour Name Your Colour Name Your Colour

Talk to your classmates to find out what your classmates named their colours.

Colour 1 Colour 2 Colour 3

My Names

Some Interesting 
Names from My 
Classmates

Of all the new mixed colours and new names in your classroom, which colour and name do 
you like best?

______________________________________________________________________________

It is very easy to name the colours in the poem, “Paints”, but some other colours are not so easy 
to name! For example, the makers of Crayola crayons use many shades of brown. Look at some 
of the names for their brown crayons:

A tree being cut down by beavers. Photo from the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

ACTIVITY 4

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

Chocolate, Dirt, Beaver, Copper, Chestnut, Raw 
Umber, and Burnt Umber

All of these names are things that have the brown 
colour of the crayon. A beaver is a brown animal that 
lives near water. The beaver is known for building 
dams from the trees that it cuts down with its teeth.

Umber is a kind of clay. How do you think Raw 
Umber and Burnt Umber might be different?

Some colour names are not things. How do you 
think Razzle Dazzle Rose, Purple Pizazz, and 
Screamin' Green were named?

Do
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ACTIVITY 5

Instructions: the text, thenStudy do   the language task.

Study

Vincent Van Gogh was an artist who lived in the 
Netherlands from 1853-1890. He painted more 
than 900 paintings. During his life, he only sold 
one painting, but now his paintings are very 
valuable and famous. 

Van Gogh liked to use very thick paint and he 
loved colour. Look at this detail from one of his 
paintings. What colours do you see? Do you see 
the rough texture of the canvas? How would you 
describe the paint? Is it thick, thin, heavy, light, 
dark, bright, soft, hard, flat, bumpy, firm? Van 
Gogh made these strokes with his brush. Do you 
think he pushed on the canvas firmly or softly? 
Did he move the brush quickly or slowly? How 
do you think he made these marks? CC By 2.0, "Van Gogh,” by Catie Liu, http://www.flickr.com/photos/catieliu/8365573409/

Do

Let’s use words to describe the style of a painter. 

Look carefully at these three paintings. Look at the way Van Gogh uses his paint and how he uses 
colour and shape. These are part of his style.

To describe Van Gogh’s style, name at least three things that all the paintings have in 
common. Use  as many describing words as you can.  

How many describing words did you use? Share your description with your class. Which 
classmate used the most describing words to describe Van Gogh's style?

Below, you can see three of Van Gogh’s paintings.  

The last one is a self-portrait. That means that it is a painting that Van Gogh painted of himself.

Look at his paintings carefully. The way an artist paints, the colours and shapes he chooses, are 
part of his style. Van Gogh’s paintings are all of different subjects, but the style of all three is the 
same. 

16

ACTIVITY 6

Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do 

Study

In this activity, you have a drawing from one of Vincent Van Gogh's most famous paintings. It is 
called “The Bedroom at Arles”. Arles is a city in France. Van Gogh stayed in this bedroom for 
more than a year, in 1888 and 1889. While he was there, he painted 186 paintings! He painted the 
bedroom at least three times and each time the bedroom was coloured a bit differently. Before 
you do the next activity, look back at your notes on Van Gogh's style and talk to your classmates 
about their notes and ideas.Van Gogh is called an Expressionist because his style is very 
expressive of his feelings about his subjects. What do you think Van Gogh's style shows about his 
feelings?

Do
After looking at Van Gogh’s other paintings and thinking about his style, how do you think Van 
Gogh would colour this bedroom? Would you colour the bedroom the way Van Gogh would or 
would you colour it differently? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Explain your ideas about Van Gogh’s choice of colour, then explain your choices for 
colours.

Colour the bedroom as you wish.
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ACTIVITY 5

Instructions: the text, thenStudy do   the language task.

Study

Vincent Van Gogh was an artist who lived in the 
Netherlands from 1853-1890. He painted more 
than 900 paintings. During his life, he only sold 
one painting, but now his paintings are very 
valuable and famous. 

Van Gogh liked to use very thick paint and he 
loved colour. Look at this detail from one of his 
paintings. What colours do you see? Do you see 
the rough texture of the canvas? How would you 
describe the paint? Is it thick, thin, heavy, light, 
dark, bright, soft, hard, flat, bumpy, firm? Van 
Gogh made these strokes with his brush. Do you 
think he pushed on the canvas firmly or softly? 
Did he move the brush quickly or slowly? How 
do you think he made these marks? CC By 2.0, "Van Gogh,” by Catie Liu, http://www.flickr.com/photos/catieliu/8365573409/

Do

Let’s use words to describe the style of a painter. 

Look carefully at these three paintings. Look at the way Van Gogh uses his paint and how he uses 
colour and shape. These are part of his style.

To describe Van Gogh’s style, name at least three things that all the paintings have in 
common. Use  as many describing words as you can.  

How many describing words did you use? Share your description with your class. Which 
classmate used the most describing words to describe Van Gogh's style?

Below, you can see three of Van Gogh’s paintings.  

The last one is a self-portrait. That means that it is a painting that Van Gogh painted of himself.

Look at his paintings carefully. The way an artist paints, the colours and shapes he chooses, are 
part of his style. Van Gogh’s paintings are all of different subjects, but the style of all three is the 
same. 
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ACTIVITY 6

Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do 

Study
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bedroom at least three times and each time the bedroom was coloured a bit differently. Before 
you do the next activity, look back at your notes on Van Gogh's style and talk to your classmates 
about their notes and ideas.Van Gogh is called an Expressionist because his style is very 
expressive of his feelings about his subjects. What do you think Van Gogh's style shows about his 
feelings?

Do
After looking at Van Gogh’s other paintings and thinking about his style, how do you think Van 
Gogh would colour this bedroom? Would you colour the bedroom the way Van Gogh would or 
would you colour it differently? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Explain your ideas about Van Gogh’s choice of colour, then explain your choices for 
colours.

Colour the bedroom as you wish.
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As students encounter new vocabulary, teachers may, at various times, help students use dictionaries or online 
resources, allow students to take advantage of collaborative knowledge and ask other classmates the meanings of 
words, or choose to translate a word. When definitions are given in the text, they are generally from Longman’s 
online dictionary for learners because definitions in that dictionary use the simplest vocabulary available. 
Teachers who wish to write definitions for their students may use it to be sure their definitions are actually simpler 
than the new word. In this way, definitions will use vocabulary that students are more likely to know. 
http://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/. Idiom activities were created using the Corpus of Contemporary 
American English at http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/. Sentences were identified that use the target idioms and then 
simplified to be accessible for students at this level. Teachers can use the same method to create additional 
activities that will allow students to deduce the meaning of idioms from context. Although the corpus is American 
English, it is used here because it is one of the largest and most searchable of free available corpora. Other 
corpora would be equally useful and valuable.More resources on vocabulary are at www.onlinetextbook.info and 
www.StudyDo.asia. 

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

Bonus Activity
Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do 

Idioms are groups of words that have special meaning that is different from the ordinary meaning 
of each separate word. For example, the sentence “The solution isn’t always black and white” is 
not about colour. It means that solutions are not always all wrong or all right. For some problems, 
solutions are not so simple. The best way to understand idioms is to listen and observe how they 
are used in different ways. 

Study

Do

Think about these sentences that use the idiom, “once in a blue moon”.

I only eat sweets once in a blue moon. I really try to take care of myself.

The only part of the work I didn't like was, once in a blue moon, we'd have to stay all night 
doing paperwork.

Once in a blue moon, you might get lucky, but the best way to get what you want is to work hard.

What do you think “once in a blue moon” means?

Think about these sentences that use the idiom, “show true colours”.

When people are under stress, they show their true colours.

He seemed very loving before the wedding, but afterwards, he began to show his true colours.

Your willingness to show your true colours proves you have nothing to hide.

What do you think “show true colours” means?

Think about these sentences that use the idiom, “get the green light”.

If you want to have a party, you'll need to get the green light from both parents.

We have the green light now, so we can go build the stadium.

I'm happy to say we've gotten the green light to go ahead with the sale.

What do you think “get the green light” means?
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Going Beyond the Book

Before you move on to the next unit, you may wish to use the internet or library to collect more 
information on colours. You may be interested in colour theory and mixing, or you may wish to 
find more poems or stories about colour or more interesting colour idioms. You can follow 
links to other resources on the textbook site: www.StudyDo.asia, or you can type the links you 
see here. 

A video of the poem “The Crayon Box that Talked,” can be viewed at 
http://vimeo.com/23111919.

There’s always more to explore in the world of colour!

You can learn more about Vincent Van Gogh and see many of his paintings at the site for the 
Van Gogh museum in the Netherlands: http://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/. 

You can  listen to a  talk by MontyEnglish about the bedroom paintings on YouTube at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaCWrCyXJj0. 

You can use a computer to color the bedroom on this site: 
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/paint/artists/vangogh/coloring/room.shtml 

Amazing Animals

UNIT 2

This unit is about some 
of the amazing animals 
that share our world. 
What words do you find in the 
shape? Write a list of all the 
words you find that you 
understand.

Share your list with your classmates. If a classmate writes a word you don’t know, ask what 
it means! Be ready to tell a classmate what any word on your list means! Write one word 
below that you learned from a classmate.

What animal shape do you see? 
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ACTIVITY 5

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

At the Zoo by A. A. Milne

There are lions and roaring tigers,
and enormous camels and things,
There are biffalo-buffalo-bisons,
and a great big bear with wings.
There's a sort of a tiny potamus,
and a tiny nosserus too -
But I gave buns to the elephant
when I went down to the Zoo!
There are badgers and bidgers and bodgers,
and a Super-in-tendent's House,
There are masses of goats, and a Polar,
and different kinds of mouse,
And I think there's a sort of a something
which is called a wallaboo -
But I gave buns to the elephant
when I went down to the Zoo!
If you try to talk to the bison,
he never quite understands;
You can't shake hands with a mingo -
he doesn't like shaking hands.
And lions and roaring tigers
hate saying, "How do you do?" -
But I give buns to the elephant
when I go down to the Zoo!

Do

“At the Zoo” mentions many animals. Play a game with your 
class naming as many animals as you can.

One student begins the game saying, “I went to the Zoo, and I 
saw an aardvark.” 

The next student extends the story saying, “I went to the Zoo, 
and I saw an aardvark and a cat.”

The third students says, “I went to the Zoo, and I saw an 
aardvark, a cat, and a peacock.”

The game continues with each student adding to the list. If 
one student forgets an animal, other students can help.

A.A. Milne wrote many poems for children 
and he often wrote from the point of view of 
a child. “At the Zoo” is one of his poems 
written from the point of view of a child. 
Children do not always know the right 
names for things and Milne illustrates this 
in his delightful poem. 

Which words in “In the Zoo” do not name 
real animals? Which ones are real?

Not Real Real

Work together as a class to make the longest possible animal sentence! How many animals 
did you have in your longest sentence?

Together, we created a sentence with ____________ animals!

If other classes in your school will study this poem, find out how long their sentences were. Did 
the other class think of animals that your class didn’t?

Public domain image
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ACTIVITY 6

Instructions: the text, then the language task.Study do   

Study

Earlier we read about the extinct passenger 
pigeon. Many animals today are in danger 
of extinction. Animals that are in danger of 
becoming extinct are called “endangered” 
animals. One such animal lives in India. 
It’s called the Indian purple frog, and it’s 
very rare.

Did you know that India is home to many 
rare animals? Many of these animals live in 
India’s Western Ghats. This unusual place 
has mountains, forests, savannahs, peat 
bogs, and freshwater wetlands.

Because the Western Ghats have so much 
variety, it is home to a large variety of 
plants and animals as well.

One of these animals was only recently discovered! In 2003, scientists first discovered the purple 
frog. The frog burrows underground and eats termites. It’s called the purple frog, the Indian 
purple frog, or the pignose frog. Different names for the same animal can be confusing, so 
scientists give animals and plants scientific names. The scientific name for the purple frog is 
Nasikabatrachus sahyadrensis. It’s a long name! But the name is useful for scientist, because all 
scientists know this one name is for this one kind of frog.

Photo from Nature, October 16, 2003
Watch a video of the purple frog in action: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtkxVdDOZCM

Do

The passenger pigeon is extinct.

The purple frog is endangered.

How are these two words different?

Use the library, internet, or other people who know about animals to find more information on 
extinct and endangered animals. One good source is http://www.arkive.org/. Learn about at 
least one animal that is new to you so that you can share information about them with your 
classmates.

Name five animals that are extinct. Name five animals that are endangered.

Compare your lists to your classmates’ lists. “Compare” means to look carefully at their lists 
and yours to find out how the lists are the same or different. Find an animal on a classmate’s list 
that is not on your list. Ask your classmate to tell you about that animal. 

I learned about the animal, _________________________________________, from my 
classmate,_____________________________________________________________.
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Bonus Activity
Instructions: the text, then the language task.Study do   

Study

Look at one of the drawings of endangered sea turtles. Write a list of words to help you 
describe the turtle. Share your list with your class. Add words you learn from your 
classmates.

Look at the two drawings of endangered sea turtles. Compare the two drawings and write 
sentences that describe how they are different. Use the words you wrote and some ways of 
comparing to describe four differences between these two turtles. 

Loggerhead Sea Turtle Green Sea Turtle

The Loggerhead Sea Turtle is different from the Green Sea Turtle in several ways. First, it has

Second, 

Third, 

Finally, 
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Do

Adapted from public domain image from Angel Springs Water Coolers

This unit is about the water 
that is necessary for life on 
our planet. 
What objects can you name in the 
picture? Write a list of all the names you 
know in English. 

Share your list with your classmates. If a classmate writes a word you don’t know, ask what 
it means! Be ready to tell a classmate what any word on your list means! Write one word 
below that you learned from a classmate.

Tip: Don’t forget to name things like colours! 

Water, Water, Everywhere

UNIT 3

Going Beyond the Book

Use the internet or library resources to collect more information on animals and other topics 
you’ve read about in your textbook. You may wish to search for more information on 
endangered animals or more poems by A.A. Milne.

Find some wonderful plays by Mr. Milne at http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/7805. Share 
them with your class or even perform them for your school! 

You may be interested in snakes, or you may wish to find other puzzles by Currier and Ives or 
more tangrams. You may watch the purple frog in action to find more things to describe about 
him here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtkxVdDOZCM.

You may visit a zoo or wildlife sanctuary, or visit our textbook website, www.StudyDo.asia, 
for more topics related to animals. Find things other students have posted there, and post 
something interesting that you find to share. 

There is so much more to learn about our amazing world!

StudyDo.asia
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ACTIVITY 4

Instructions: the text, then the language task.Study do   

Study

Here is another poem, called “Water”, by Mary Oliver. Oliver knows that many people do not 
have clean drinking water and that clean drinking water is very important to good health. Oliver 
uses simple, specific words to “paint a picture” that shows how very important clean drinking 
water can be to one person.

Read the poem and draw a picture illustrating Oliver’s “word picture”.

Water
What is the vitality and necessity
of clean water?
Ask the man who is ill, who is lifting
his lips to the cup.
Ask the forest.

Draw the “word picture” that Oliver uses to show how 
important water can be to one person.

NEW WORD: VITALITY

Do

Look carefully at Oliver’s poem, “Water”, to answer these questions.

Work in a pair or with a group to write a poem using the same form that Oliver does. 

The poem has 5 lines. How many sentences does the poem have?

______________________________________________________________________________

One of the sentences is a question? Which one?

______________________________________________________________________________

Which sentence is the longest?

______________________________________________________________________________

Which is the shortest?

______________________________________________________________________________

Try to 
write one long interesting question and to paint a “word picture” with two answers. Try to make 
one long and one short answer in the same way Oliver does.

What is ________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________?

Ask____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________.

Ask _________________________________________________.

What is your poem’s title?

_______________________________________________________________________

Share your poem with your classmates.
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There’s a common idea that poetry should “only be enjoyed”, but we appreciate more those things we look closely 
at and understand on our own. Allow students’ natural curiosity to motivate them to read by NOT translating or 
“telling students the deeper meaning”. The goal is for students to notice and produce the target language, not to 
memorize facts that they are told about the text. Allow the drawing activity to show student comprehension of the 
English language in the poem, not to show that they understood a translation of the ideas. Encourage them to look 
carefully at the words of the poem before drawing their pictures. Help them to look up any words they don’t know 
or to discuss the vocabulary with other students to help them understand new words. The language task is 
designed to encourage students to notice the form of the poem on their own. Avoid answering the questions as 
though they were facts to be learned. Instead, direct students to focus on the text in order to answer on their own.

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

ACTIVITY 5
Instructions: the text, then the language task.Study do   

Study
Water, Water, Everywhere - Part 1

How much water is there on Earth? There's a lot! Something like 1,260,000,000,000,000,000,000 
litres can be found on our planet. This water is in a constant cycle-- it evaporates from the ocean, 
travels through the air, rains down on the land, and then flows back to the ocean.

The oceans are HUGE! Most of the earth is covered in oceans. Ninety-eight per cent of the water 
on the planet is in the oceans, and therefore is un-drinkable because of the salt. Only about 2 per 
cent of the planet's water is fresh, but 1.6 per cent of the planet's fresh water is locked up in polar 
ice caps and glaciers. Another 0.36 per cent is underground in wells. Only about 0.036 per cent of 
the planet's total water supply is found in fresh lakes and rivers. The small percentage in lakes 
and rivers is still many trillions of litres, but it's a very small amount compared to all the water in 
the whole world. 

The rest of the water on the planet, .004% is either floating in the air as clouds and water vapour, 
or is locked up in plants and animals. Did you know that your body is 65 per cent water? That 
means if you weigh 50 kilograms, 19.5 kilograms of you is water!

Adapted from How Stuff Works: http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/question157.htm
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ACTIVITY 10

Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do 

Study

David looked up the hill to the house. 
He couldn't see where Pete pointed. 
He climbed to the top rail of the fence 
and shaded his eyes. 

He saw it then. The smoke! "It's 
coming from the cellar window!"

David jumped down from the fence 
and they both ran at top speed toward 
the house!

When they arrived, the kitchen was 
already thick with smoke. It seemed 
to be pouring up from the cellar. Pete 
ran down the steps, but was back 
again in an instant, coughing and 
choking.

"Get that long piece of hose from the 
barn — run, boy, run! The dry wood CC By 2.0 image, “La Moine River Anthology,” by Flickr user, craigfinlay 

www.flickr.com/photos/poisonbabyfood/3520432580/ 

in the cellar is smoking!" He ran to the sink and grabbed the bucket.

David ran for the hose, then back again as fast as he could. He watched Pete screw one end of 
the hose to the spigot under the barrel, tie a wet towel over his nose and mouth, and with a 
muffled "Stay right here unless I call," he dove down again into the smoke.

It seemed hours to David that he stood, first, at the cellar door, listening for Pete, and then 
climbed to look into the water tank. The water sank lower and lower. What if the barrel ran dry 
before the fire was out? They would have to carry more water in the bucket all the way from the 
river. 

David thought for a moment that he should run get more water now, but then he remembered, 
Pete said, "Stay right here." What if Pete needed help. David did not dare leave Pete alone. 
Suddenly, David realised, there was silence below. He was scared. Had something happened to 
Pete? The smoke was lighter now. He called to Pete. 

"It's ok, I'm coming, boy."Pete came up, dirty, coughing, tired. For five minutes, Pete lay on the 
grass outside, breathing very hard. 

Finally, Pete rolled over and looked at David."That was close! I thought we were going to lose 
the house. All that dry lumber down in the cellar was on fire! There were some old rags and 
straw down there. Something just got too hot. Say, boy…" Pete sat up slowly. "How is it that the 
water barrel was so full? All the time I was spraying water, I kept thinking, if we just have 
enough water, I might be able to save the house. But I never thought there'd be so much in the 
barrel. There was just enough to kill the last bit of fire. Any less and it wouldn't have been 
enough!”

"I filled it full this morning," David answered.

"Well, let me tell you, then, you saved this house from burning down!" Pete shook David's hand 
in congratulations and David grinned proudly.

Adapted from “The Water Barrel” - Part 3
 The Children's Story Garden. Published in 1920 by J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia
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Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “in hot water”.

David would be in hot water with Father if he didn't fill the barrel for his family. 

She found herself in hot water when she revealed that she'd spent all the food money on clothes.

The politician was already in hot water before people found out he lied about his past.

Think about the sentences. Write what you think “in hot water” means?

Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “hold water”.

We'll have to check out his story to see if it holds water.

There's no proof. His theory just doesn't hold water.

That argument doesn't hold water with me.

Think about the sentences. What do you think “hold water” means?

Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “water under the bridge”.

What already happened is just water under the bridge.

It's too late to change it now. It's just water under the bridge.

Listen, that's all water under the bridge. I don't want talk about it anymore.

Think about the sentences. What do you think “water under the bridge” means?

While some unusual idioms such as “raining cats and dogs”, are amusing, students will benefit most from learning 
very common idioms. A list of common idioms may be found at http://www.idiomconnection.com/mostfrequent.html.

Lessons on water from many different perspectives are available on http://witcombe.sbc.edu/water/. Remember your 
goal is to interest your students while helping them to notice and produce language. When you use additional 
content, always try to focus on the language you find in it. 

Students may enjoy hearing Mary Oliver reading a few of her poems on YouTube: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnaP7ig69go

Links to these and additional resources can be found on the book’s companion site: www.StudyDo.asia.

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

StudyDo.asia

Do
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Unit 3 - Activity 6-7 
Interview or Written

Describe one way of cleaning the salt out of salt water so that it will be safe to drink. Focus on 
explaining one way clearly and simply.

Title your explanation. 

Explain why you chose your title.

Unit 3 - Activity 8-9

The story “The Water Barrel” ends before Mother and Father return. Write the dialogue that 
might happen when they come home. Include lines for Mother, Father, Pete, and David.

Unit 3 - Activity 10

The story “The Water Barrel” ends before Mother and Father return. Write the dialogue that 
might happen when they come home. Include lines for Mother, Father, Pete, and David.

Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “figure out”.

We know the problem, but we still need to figure out what to do to solve it. 

You can try more activities as you figure out what you like doing.

When you're working, it's your job to figure out what your boss wants.

Think about the sentences. What do you think “figure out” means?
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CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 image from Boston Public Library, http://www.flickr.com/photos/boston_public_library/6154110038/

This unit is about 
reusing or recycling 
things instead of 
just throwing them 
away. 

The person who made this 
house recycled something. 
What was it?

Look carefully at the 
photo. Write a sentence 
telling how you think the 
house was made.

From Trash to Treasure

Going Beyond the Book

Use the internet or library resources to collect more information on colour, animals, water, or 
other topics you’ve read about in this book. 

On the topic of water, you may wish to search for more information on ways that people are 
working to make clean water, such as this system designed by students: 
http://news.psu.edu/story/143352/2013/01/10/impact/students-develop-low-cost-water-
filtering-system-african-nation

You may want to find more ways to save water or more poems by Mary Oliver. You can listen 
to a reading of the entire poem, “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”, here 
http://librivox.org/the-rime-of-the-ancient-mariner-by-samuel-taylor-coleridge/ 

As always, you can visit the textbook website, www.StudyDo.asia, for more activities and to 
share post things you’ve learned there, too. There is always more to learn!

StudyDo.asia

UNIT 4
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ACTIVITY 5

Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do  

Study

Circle the quote you think is most interesting. Then ask your classmates which one they 
think is most interesting. Record the number on the chart. 

1.____________________________________________________________________________

2.____________________________________________________________________________

3.____________________________________________________________________________

Sayings Number of Students Who Chose Each Saying

1. One man's trash is another man's treasure.

2. Waste not, want not.

3. Garbage in, garbage out. 

How many students chose the same saying you did? 

Did you like the most popular saying or one of the less popular ones?

Do

What do you think is the meaning of the saying you like most?

Find one student who chose the SAME SAYING, but wrote a DIFFERENT MEANING. 
Write your classmate’s meaning.

Make up a saying about trash or recycling or re-using things and print it nicely on the 
banner below. Share your saying with your classmates. 

Share your saying with your classmates. Which saying in the class do you like best? 
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ACTIVITY 6

Instructions: the text, then the language task.Study do   

Study

Rajiv is having a big birthday party. Rajiv’s grandmother sent her enough money to buy many 
nice things for the party. Rajiv and her father are going to the shop to buy the things for the party. 
Look at the picture below and imagine shopping for a big birthday party! 

Rajiv has all the money she needs for a big party. Work with a group or a partner to name all 
the things Rajiv can buy.
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CC BY 2.0, "Wedding/Party Shop," Tracy Hunter, http://www.flickr.com/photos/tracyhunter/4741445618



Our group imagined a ______________________________________. Our plan used _______ 
(number) things.

Compare your number of things to your classmates’. Who used the most things?

Do

You have made a list of things Rajiv bought for her party. 

Now, work together to imagine all the things that would be left over AFTER the party. 
Name as many things as you can. You will want a big list for the next activity!

Compare your list of “leftovers” to the lists of your classmates. Did you forget something 
that another classmate listed? Add one thing to your list.

I added ____________________________________________________________ to my list.

Just as the cook who invented avial made a new thing with leftovers, you can imagine making 
something new with the party leftovers you listed.

1) Work with a group or partner to think of something new you could make with all the 
things left over after a party. 

2) Draw your new thing. 

3) Label it with the names of all the things you used to make it. 
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ACTIVITY 7

Instructions: the text, then the language task.Study do   

Study

You have read some stories and activities about re-using many things to make something new, 
but you can also think of many ways to use one thing. 

This idea is often used on blogs on the internet. People think of as many ways to use one thing as 
they can and post the many uses on a blog to give other people good ideas for using a common 
thing. For example, here is a list of 13 ways to use a common paper clip. 

1) poke tiny holes

2) clean fingernails

3) hang small ornaments

4) unclog glue bottle

5) use as emergency pin to hold hem 

6) substitute for a twist-tie to close a 
plastic bag

7) clean the little rollers in your computer mouse

8) use as substitute toothpick

9) use as inexpensive ear ring

10) push a reset button on many devices

11) make necklace or bracelet with many hooked together

12) use as key chain

13) hold papers together 

Public domain image.

Imagine that you have some old, warm 
blankets that you are not using. You want to 
give these to people who need them. Imagine 
all the ways that a person might use your old 
blankets. Try to think of the most unusual ways 
to use blankets that you can. Write at least 
three ideas.  

Do

Public domain image.

1.____________________________________________________________________________

2.____________________________________________________________________________

3.____________________________________________________________________________

Share your ideas with your classmates. Write three interesting and useful ideas that you 
learned from classmates.

1.____________________________________________________________________________

2.____________________________________________________________________________

3.____________________________________________________________________________

With a group, discuss all the ideas on everyone’s list for using old blankets. Choose the ONE 
idea your group thinks is the most interesting AND the most useful. 

Our group thinks the most interesting and useful idea for using an old blanket is

Read the list very carefully. 
Think of one more use for a 
paper clip that is NOT 
already on the list. Share 
your idea with your class. 
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In learning language, it’s very helpful for students to share their language work with others and to carefully pay 
attention to the work of their classmates. As students use language for real communication, they learn ways to 
make their language clearer to others. Teachers can allow this sharing a variety of ways. Allow the whole class to 
listen while individual students read. Allow students in small groups to listen to each other. Post written stories 
around the room and have students visit the different stories. Allow students to exchange papers and read each 
others’ work. Teachers who devise activities for helping students share work to encourage using language for 
communication are invited to share their own work on the book’s companion site, StudyDo.asia. 

Using templates in writing helps students to focus on their ideas while exposing them to English that will help 
them develop high-level writing skills useful in the workplace or in higher education. It is not necessary in the 
learning stage that they be able to reproduce these structures on their own. Allow them time to absorb the 
language by having them simply read the paragraphs filled with their own ideas out loud. The activity is most 
effective if they can read to others who do not know the ideas. Students will see for themselves how their ideas are 
clearly communicated and will begin to notice and use more sophisticated sentences as a result. More information 
on templates such as these and additional activities can be found and shared on www.StudyDo.asia.

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

Do

Use the notes you took while reading or listening to your classmates’ stories to help you 
answer the questions. 

In my class, we wrote stories that used pictures from our textbook. We wrote about the pictures 
in a different way than our textbook did. 

My story was called, “________________________________________________________”. 

My classmate, named ___________________________________, wrote an interesting story, 

called, “ _________________________________________________________________”. 

I thought it was most interesting the way my classmate used the picture of the

 _________________________________________________________________________. 

In my classmate's story, the picture was used as 
___________________________________________________________________________.

In my story, I used that same picture as 
________________________________________________. 

I thought this activity __________________________________________________________.

Use your ideas and answers to these questions to help you describe the results of this 
activity for your class in the paragraph below. Read your paragraph out loud to someone 
who was not in your class.

Which of your classmate’s stories did you like best? Write the title of the classmate’s story and 
the name of the classmate who wrote it.

Which of the leftover pictures was used in the most interesting way in your classmate’s story?

How did your classmate use the picture?

How did you use the same picture?

What is your opinion of the activity? 
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Use the internet or library resources to collect more information on topics you’ve read about in 
your textbook. You may wish to search for more information on recycling programs in your 
state, or you may want to find more art that is made from trash. 

You might look for more crafts you can make yourself or more recipes. 

You can watch a video of how to make avial here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtnG37texEI 

and see more about Earthships here:
http://earthship.com/construction-materials 

You can learn more about AmanSetu school here: 
http://amansetumyschool.com/ 

You may visit our website, www.StudyDo.asia, for these links and more and for more activities 
related to reducing, reusing, and recycling. You can post things you’ve learned there, too. 

There’s always something new to learn and share!

UNIT 5

Invention

Going Beyond the Book

This unit is about inventions and inventing. 

Look carefully at the picture. There are many things in it! 

Write the English words for as many things in the picture as you can!
In your list, circle all the things that were invented.

My List:
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contest for student inventions. Laurence thought of problems he knew about that could be solved 
with inventions. He drew designs to show his idea.

A family friend helped him to send his design to China, to a company that makes working models 
from designs. They showed the model of his idea to companies. Less than 12 months after the 
model was built, several other big companies are ready to sell Smart Bell. Laurence and the 
companies hope that Smart Bell will be very popular.

Laurence had to draw the design for his invention 
before the company in China could make it. 
Inventors often draw their designs to show their 
idea to others. This drawing is the design for a 
famous doll called Raggedy Ann. Raggedy Ann 
was invented by John Gruelle. Mr. Gruelle wrote 
many stories and books about Raggedy Ann.

You have not seen a drawing of the Smart Bell, but 
we know that Laurence made one to show the 
company in China how to make his invention. 
Read the newspaper article very carefully to find 
out all the things that Smart Bell does. Think about 
all the parts that Smart Bell must have to work. 
Think about how the parts must be connected.

Work in a pair or group to draw a possible 
design for Smart Bell showing all the parts 
needed to make it. 

Label your drawing and write a few sentences 
to explain how it works.

Do

Share your design with the class. 

Did your classmates draw different designs for the Smart Bell?

This activity is designed to encourage students to read carefully, to make inferences, and to apply what they learn. 
If students do not notice all the functions or parts, continually refer them to the text with questions that encourage 
them to think more carefully about the reading. You might say, for instance, "What's this part in paragraph 2? It 
says that it 'works like a regular doorbell.' What does that mean?" Students will need to infer that the bell has 
some sort of ringer as well as the SIM card. Encourage close reading and critical thinking by asking leading 
questions, but give the students time to work this out for themselves. Allow the students to get creative, deciding 
that the Smart Bell should come in different colours, etc.

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities
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ACTIVITY 7

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

Not all inventions are machines or medical 
miracles. Did you know that Shakespeare, the 
author of many famous plays, such as “Romeo and 
Juliet” also invented many words that we still use 
today?

Look carefully at these words that Shakespeare 
invented. What do the words have in common? 

bedroom

birthplace

downstairs

eyeball

farmhouse

leapfrog

moonbeam

roadway

schoolboy

watchdog

Public domain image - William Shakespeare

All the words are made of two simpler words 
put together. 
For example, watch + dog = watchdog.

Do

You can invent a word right now! 
Be creative in inventing the meaning for your new word! 

My word is ______________________________ . 

My word is made of the words _________________________and _______________________ .

Can your classmates guess the meaning of your word from your sentences?

Invent a new word by putting two simpler words together 
into one. 

Write three sentences that show what your invented word means. Make sure that your 
classmates will be able to understand the meaning of your word from your sentences. Share 
your sentences.
If not, revise to make your meaning clearer.

  

Shakespeare was the first person to use his invented words, but now we use them every day and 
they are in our dictionaries. Look at the dictionary entry for watchdog.

watch•dog n.

1. A dog trained to guard people or property.

2. A person whose job is to protect the rights of people who buy things and to make sure 
companies do not do anything illegal or harmful.
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ACTIVITY 8
Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

The Crow and the Pitcher

Public domain image.

Notice the pattern:

One day…

something happened 
to our character that 
caused a problem.

Suddenly…

something happened 
so that our character 
tried to solve the 
problem. But it didn’t 
work.

Finally…
The character tried 
again and solved the 
problem in an 
unexpected way!

One day, a crow was very thirsty. For many days, there had been no 
rain. His throat was very dry. He felt weak. He was too weak to fly. If 
the crow did not find water soon, he would die of thirst. He felt too 
weak to fly, but he walked on, looking for water.

Finally, he stopped. Crows are smart, and this crow stopped struggling 
and stepped back to look closely and think calmly. The crow noticed 
many rocks on the ground. He began to put the rocks in the pitcher. As 
each rock went in, the level of the water rose in the pitcher. After many, 
many rocks, the water was finally at the top of the pitcher. The crow 
could reach it. He finally got the drink he needed. The moral of the story 
is, “no problem is too big if you take time to think of a solution”. 

Suddenly, the crow 
came upon a pitcher on 
the ground. The pitcher 
had water in it! The 
crow put his beak in 
the pitcher but the 
water was too low for 
him to reach. The crow 
was so very thirsty! He 
tried again to reach the 
water, stretching his 
beak and neck and 
back as far as he could. 
He struggled and 
strained, and ruffled his 
feathers, but he could 
not reach the water at 
the bottom of the 
pitcher.

Dictionaries put words in alphabetical order. List invented words your classmates made. Put 
them in alphabetical order. Where does your word belong in the list?

Write a dictionary entry for your invented word.
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Do

Many stories follow a pattern like “The Crow and the Pitcher”. Notice the first paragraph of the 
story starts by describing something that happens so that one day the main character (the crow) 
has a problem. 

What happened to cause a problem for the crow?

The second paragraph shows how the character tries to solve the problem, but it doesn’t work! 
How does the crow try to solve his problem? 

The third paragraph shows that something changed and the character could solve the problem in 
an unexpected way. How did the crow solve the problem?

Work with a partner to invent a new story using the pattern. What character will you 
create? What problem will you write about? How will the character try to solve the 
problem at first? How will the character succeed?

One day…

something 
happens to our 
character that 
causes a 
problem.

Suddenly…

something 
happens so that 
our character 
tries to solve 
the problem. 
But it doesn't 
work.

Finally…

Something 
changes so that 
the character 
tries again and 
solves the 
problem in an 
unexpected 
way!
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ACTIVITY 8
Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

The Crow and the Pitcher

Public domain image.

Notice the pattern:

One day…

something happened 
to our character that 
caused a problem.

Suddenly…

something happened 
so that our character 
tried to solve the 
problem. But it didn’t 
work.

Finally…
The character tried 
again and solved the 
problem in an 
unexpected way!

One day, a crow was very thirsty. For many days, there had been no 
rain. His throat was very dry. He felt weak. He was too weak to fly. If 
the crow did not find water soon, he would die of thirst. He felt too 
weak to fly, but he walked on, looking for water.

Finally, he stopped. Crows are smart, and this crow stopped struggling 
and stepped back to look closely and think calmly. The crow noticed 
many rocks on the ground. He began to put the rocks in the pitcher. As 
each rock went in, the level of the water rose in the pitcher. After many, 
many rocks, the water was finally at the top of the pitcher. The crow 
could reach it. He finally got the drink he needed. The moral of the story 
is, “no problem is too big if you take time to think of a solution”. 

Suddenly, the crow 
came upon a pitcher on 
the ground. The pitcher 
had water in it! The 
crow put his beak in 
the pitcher but the 
water was too low for 
him to reach. The crow 
was so very thirsty! He 
tried again to reach the 
water, stretching his 
beak and neck and 
back as far as he could. 
He struggled and 
strained, and ruffled his 
feathers, but he could 
not reach the water at 
the bottom of the 
pitcher.

Dictionaries put words in alphabetical order. List invented words your classmates made. Put 
them in alphabetical order. Where does your word belong in the list?

Write a dictionary entry for your invented word.
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Do

Many stories follow a pattern like “The Crow and the Pitcher”. Notice the first paragraph of the 
story starts by describing something that happens so that one day the main character (the crow) 
has a problem. 

What happened to cause a problem for the crow?

The second paragraph shows how the character tries to solve the problem, but it doesn’t work! 
How does the crow try to solve his problem? 

The third paragraph shows that something changed and the character could solve the problem in 
an unexpected way. How did the crow solve the problem?

Work with a partner to invent a new story using the pattern. What character will you 
create? What problem will you write about? How will the character try to solve the 
problem at first? How will the character succeed?

One day…

something 
happens to our 
character that 
causes a 
problem.

Suddenly…

something 
happens so that 
our character 
tries to solve 
the problem. 
But it doesn't 
work.

Finally…

Something 
changes so that 
the character 
tries again and 
solves the 
problem in an 
unexpected 
way!
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ACTIVITY 10

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

Study

Inventions solve problems, but they don't have to always solve big important problems. Read 
about this invention by a young man in 6th standard who solved a very common problem: what 
to do when you're bored!

The Paper Video Game
from http://bharathh.blogspot.com/2006/08/paper-video-game-something-original.html

Something original for a change. My very own game! I'm sure there must be plenty of other 
people that have made something similar to this, but until they come and pull me up on this, I am 
the proud and sole creator of the PAPER VIDEO GAME!

This was something that I had created some time in 5th or 6th standard, when hand-held video 
games were a craze in India. I wasn't able to get my hands on one, so, well, I created one with 
whatever resources I had plenty of at the time-namely paper and pencils.

First how to create one. You need

• A piece of paper (ruled or otherwise)

• Pencil and Eraser

• A fertile imagination

• Another tiny piece of folded paper/aluminium foil tightly curled into a small ball with a flat 
bottom.

Do

Now draw your beautiful game on it. I 
generally created courses that my little 
paper/foil ball had to make across, with 
alternate courses and bonuses etc. Draw 
your controls on the paper and voila... 

You have your paper game like so!

STEP 3

Now place the little ball at the start and navigate it through the meandering courses with your 
controls. Like I mentioned earlier, making your paper/foil ball flat at the bottom gives you better 
control. Other wise you tend to lose control if it is completely round.

Practice makes perfect. It is quite difficult to master this game, so a little patience is required in 
the beginning. But once you master the art of moving your little ball, you can never get bored at 
airports. :) 

Share your games and how to make them with other people outside your class.

First fold the sheet of paper as illustrated. 
There are two folds required. This gives it 
a kind of springy effect. Don't press too 
hard to make Fold 2. Otherwise, the paper 
loses its springiness.

Repeat for all 4 edges of the sheet of 
paper.

STEP1

STEP 2
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This unit is about shadow 
and light. 
Look at the picture. Notice there is no 
colour and few details, but you can still 
understand the picture. We can see many 
things with only shadow and light.

Write a list of all the things you can 
name in the picture. 

UNIT 6

Shadow and Light

Going Beyond the Book

Use the internet or library resources to collect more information on inventions and other topics 
you’ve read about in your textbook. You may wish to search for more inventions by children or 
for more famous inventors. For more of Mr. Sardelli’s poetry, see www.laughalotpoetry.com.

You may visit our website, www.StudyDo.asia, for these links or to find activities based on the 
Raggedy Ann stories that have been rewritten to be easier to read than this book. You can read 
the original Raggedy Ann stories on the internet as well. Just search for “John Gruelle” and 
“Raggedy Ann”.

There are also many re-tellings of the story of the crow and the pitcher. You may wish to 
compare different versions. One that includes a more modern view of crows is found here 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/pdfs/aesop/the_crow_and_the_pitcher.pdf.

You may enjoy an animation of the story about the crow and the pitcher here 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtnG37texEI or a science film about real crows here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtmLVP0HvDg.

CC By 2.0, "Lucky Placement,” by Zepfanman.com, http://www.flickr.com/photos/zepfanman/3971329613/
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Do you know that it takes some time for the light from the sun to reach the earth? How long do 
you think it takes? Read carefully to find out.

If you know how to divide, you can figure out 
how long it takes for the light from the sun to 
reach the earth. 

Read carefully and follow these directions. 

The sun is very far away from earth. It is one 
hundred and fifty million kilometres away. Write 
down 150 followed by six zeros. 

Now that you know the distance, you need to 
know the speed of light. Light is very fast. It 
travels at three hundred thousand kilometres per 
second. That is 3 followed by five zeros. 

If you divide 150 million by 3 hundred thousand, 
you get the number of seconds that it takes for 
light to travel to earth from the sun.

How many seconds is that?

Did you read carefully? 

Do the math here to find out how long it takes for the light from the sun to reach the earth. Check 
your understanding with other classmates. If you have different answers, read again more 
carefully until you all agree that you have the right answer.

Do

Remember this is not a math class. Allow students time to read carefully and to compare their understanding with 
the understanding of others. The math problem is their way of checking their own understanding of the reading. 
Allow them time to re-check their reading, rather than be concerned about the answer they get.

Notes on Teaching and Extending Activities

Earth Sun
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Study

Idioms are groups of words that have special meaning that is different from the ordinary meaning 
of each separate word. 

For example, the sentence “He’s just a shadow of his former self” isn’t about shadows. The best 
way to understand idioms is to listen and observe how they are used in different ways. 

Do

Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “shadow of his former self”.

John used to be strong, but he's been so sick, he seems like a shadow of his former self.

He's just a shadow of his former self, now, after all the trouble he's been through.

He's so shy and nervous, just a shadow of his former, confident self.

Think about the sentences. What do you think “shadow of his former self” means?

Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “shadow of a doubt”.

Our experiment proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that we have a cure for the virus now.

I believe beyond a shadow of a doubt that he stole the diamond from the vault.

Your faith is strong if you believe without a shadow of a doubt that you will have an afterlife.

Think about the sentences. What do you think “shadow of a doubt” means?

Read the example sentences that use the idiom, “out like a light”.

Every time we put the kids in the car, they are out like a light.

I didn't need much anaesthetic before I was out like a light.

He can't stay up late. By 10 o'clock, he's out like a light.

Think about the sentences. What do you think “out like a light” means?

ACTIVITY 4

Instructions: the text, then the language task.    Study do

ACTIVITY 3

Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do 

Study
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We began our unit on Shadow and Light with a poem about shadows. Let’s finish our unit with 
some poems about light. These poems are about light and the first letter of every line spells light. 
Poems like this are called acrostics.

Lend me a candle.

I’ll set it alight.

Give me your hand.

Hold it tight.

Together we walk out of the dark.

Look how dark it is.

I  don’t have a torch.

Go to the wall.
 

Here is the switch.

Turn on the light.

Light

In photons

Goes up, down, and around,

Hits, bounces, and bends,

Things become visible.

Do

Write your own acrostic about light. Decorate your letters any way you wish.

Going Beyond the Book

Use the internet or library resources to collect more information on light and shadow and other 
topics you’ve read about in this book. You may wish to search for more information on 
Japanese shadow puppets or learn more about moths: 
http://www.wpclipart.com/education/coloring_pages/connect_the_dots/connect_dots_moth_pa
ge.png 
You can visit a site about shadow puppets: http://artsedge.kennedy-
center.org/multimedia/series/AEMicrosites/playing-with-shadows.aspx and you can watch a 
video of a wonderful show made with hand shadows here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugNKGTnGIA0. 

Keep looking and learning. Keep studying and doing. There’s always more to learn and share!
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Read the sentences and turn them into dialogue. Use correct punctuation and verbs. Use 
any wording you wish that expresses the meaning.

For example:

Imagine that a King is very hungry. He tells one of his servants to bring his food immediately and 
the servant replies.

“Bring my dinner immediately,” the King demanded.

“Of course, Your Majesty,” said the servant, “Right away, Sir.”

Imagine that the servant goes back to the kitchen but the food is not ready. He tells one of the 
cooks to please hurry because the King is hungry, but the cook tells him that there is no food 
because monkeys stole it all.

REVISION – UNITS 1-3

REVISION – UNITS 4-6

Tips on Assessment

Throughout the use of the Study-Do textbook, the goal is to encourage students to notice and produce language so 
that they move from comprehension to production. Throughout the book, the teacher’s focus is on facilitating 
activities. The teacher facilitates by continually supporting students in understanding the text and questions. The 
teacher is never responsible for teaching the content of the lessons or for eliciting certain exact “right” answers 
from students. Assessment should reflect these goals. The best assessment would be conducted via interview or via 
open ended essay questions so that teachers and parents can see that students are becoming more and more 
proficient in producing language at an intermediate level. However, because such assessment is not always 
possible, assessment activities are included here in an easy to copy format. 

The key to assessment using the Study-Do design is to assess what students would know how to DO after they 
have accomplished the language tasks in the book. Students will certainly learn from the content, but the content 
is merely there to be interesting and to give students something to focus on while learning to use the target 
language. Therefore the content is not tested. As an example, notice that assessment of the last activity of the book, 
Activity 10 from the invention unit on writing an acrostic, does not test whether a student remembers the meaning 
of the word “acrostic”. Instead, it gives the students a task that is similar to the one that was done in class.

This task allows the teacher to assess the student’s ability to use the language to express his/her own meaning. 
Teachers evaluating this revision activity do not evaluate or judge the topic of the poem. Rather, they look for a 
range of vocabulary, variety in sentences or phrases, a clear understanding that the lines are related to the word 
chosen, etc. 

Additional ideas for evaluation criteria and examples can be found on the Study-Do companion site, 
StudyDo.asia, or on the companion site to the Gujarat State Board of School Textbooks version of this book, 
www.onlinetextbook.info. On these sites, teachers can share their experiences using the Study-Do design, find 
additional activities and revision tasks, contribute their own activities, and ask questions about using and 
assessing the language tasks in the text.

Unit 4 - Activity 1

ACTIVITY 10

Instructions: the text, then the language task.  Study do 

Study
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Unit 6 - Activity 7

Choose one topic. 

Explain what light is made of.

Explain why we can see things that don’t make their own light.

Explain how light is like a bouncing ball.

Explain how magnifying glasses make things look bigger.

Interview or Written

Describe in detail what 
a person must do to make 
this hand shadow.

Unit 6 - Activity 8-9
Interview or Written

Unit 6 - Activity 10

iL ght

n phI otons

 

Goes up, down, and around,

Hits, bounces, and bends,

Things become visible.

An acrostic is a poem where each line contains a letter of a word that is the subject of the poem.

Choose any 5-letter word that is NOT “light” and write an acrostic using that word. 
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able
about
above
across 
act
active 
actual 
add
admit
advance 
after
again
ago
agree
air
all
allow
almost 
alone
along
already 
also
always 
among
amount 
ancient 
and
animal 
another 
answer 
any
appear 
army
around 
arrive 
art
article 
as
ask
at
attack 
away
back
ball
base
battle 
be
bear
beauty 
because 
become 
bed
before 
begin
behind 
believe 

Vocabulary You Will Learn from StudyDo Bridges.

Words from the 1000 Most Common Words of English, more than 80% of the text.

belong 
below
beside 
best
between 
big
bird
black
blow
blue
board
boat
body
book
both
box
boy
branch 
break
bridge 
bright 
bring
brother 
build
burn
but
buy
by
call
can
captain 
car
care
carry
catch
cause
certain 
change 
character 
child
choose 
circle 
city
class
clear
close
cloud
cold
colour 
come
command 
common 
company 
complete 
contain 
content 

continue 
control 
cost
could
count
country 
course 
cover
cry
cut
danger 
dark
day
decide 
deep
defeat 
depend 
describe 
desert 
destroy 
detail 
die
difference
difficult 
direct 
discover 
distance 
do
doctor 
dog
door
down
draw
dream
drink
drive
drop
dry
each
ear
early
earth
easy
eat
effect 
eight
either 
else
end
enough 
enter
equal
even
evening 
ever
every

example 
except 
exercise 
exist
expense 
experience
explain 
express 
extend 
eye
face
fact
fall
family 
famous 
far
farm
fast
father 
favour 
feel
few
fight
figure 
fill
find
fine
finish 
fire
first
fish
fit
five
fix
floor
flow
flower 
fly
follow 
food
for
force
forest 
forget 
form
four
free
fresh
friend 
from
front
full
game
garden 
gather 
general 

gentle 
get
give
glass
go
gold
good
great
green
ground 
group
grow
half
hand
hang
happen 
happy
hard
have
he
head
hear
heart
heat
heavy
help
here
high
hill
hold
home
hope
hot
hour
house
how
however 
human
idea
if
ill
important 
in
inch
include 
instead 
interest 
into
it
join
joy
judge
june
just
keep
kill

kind
king
know
lake
land
language 
large
last
late
laugh
lay
learn
leave
left
length 
less
let
level
library 
lie
life
lift
light
like
line
lip
listen 
little 
live
long
look
lose
loss
love
low
machine 
main
make
man
many
march
mark
mass
master 
material 
may
mean
measure 
meet
mention 
mere
might
mind
minute 
miss
moment 

monday 
money
month
moon
moral
more
morning 
most
mother 
mountain 
mouth
move
much
must
name
nation 
nature 
near
necessary 
necessity 
need
neighbour 
never
new
newspaper 
next
night
no
none
nor
not
note
notice 
now
number 
object 
observe 
of
off
often
oh
oil
old
on
once
one
only
open
opinion 
or
order
ordinary 
other
otherwise 
out
over
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own
paint
paper
part
party
past
peace
people 
per
perhaps 
person 
picture 
piece
place
plan
plant
play
please 
point
political 
poor
popular 
position 
possible 
post
prepare 
press
pressure 
pretty 
problem 
produce 
product 
promise 
proof
proper 
property 
protect 
prove
pull

purpose 
put
question 
quite
rank
rather 
reach
read
ready
real
really 
recent 
record 
red
reduce 
relation 
remember 
reply
report 
reserve 
rest
result 
return 
right
ring
rise
river
rock
roll
room
rough
round
rule
run
safe
sail
sale
salt
same

save
say
scarce 
scene
school 
science 
sea
second 
secret 
see
seem
sell
send
sense
separate 
serious 
serve
settle 
seven
several 
shadow 
shake
shall
shape
share
she
shine
ship
shoot
shore
short
should 
show
side
sign
silence 
simple 
since
sing

sir
sister 
sit
six
size
sky
sleep
small
smile
snow
so
soft
some
soon
sort
sound
south
space
speak
special 
speed
spend
spot
spread 
square 
stage
stand
standard 
star
start
state
stay
step
still
stone
stop
store
story
strange 

strength 
strong 
struggle 
student 
study
subject 
succeed 
such
suggest 
sun
supply 
support 
suppose 
sure
surface 
surprise 
sweet
system 
take
talk
teach
tear
tell
ten
test
than
the
then
there
therefore 
they
thing
think
this
though 
three
through 
throw
till

time
to
today
together 
too
top
total
touch
toward 
town
train
travel 
tree
true
try
turn
two
type
under
understand
unite
unless 
until
up
upon
use
usual
value
variety 
very
view
village 
visit
voice
vote
wait
walk
wall
want

watch
water
way
we
wear
well
western 
what
when
where
whether 
which
while
white
who
whole
why
will
win
wind
window 
wise
wish
with
without 
wonder 
wood
word
work
world
would
write
wrong
year
yes
you
young
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More than 80% of the vocabulary used in the Bridges book is taken from the 1000 most common words of English. 
Students who can read some English generally have vocabularies of this size and are ready to begin speaking 
fluently. Less than 10% of the Bridges vocabulary is from the next most common 1000 words of English and the 
remaining are topical words, such as proper names or special items. The goal of this design is to make most of the 
vocabulary comprehensible so that new words can be learned easily and enjoyably in context. Students who 
master the first 2000 of words of English can function well in English in employment and higher learning. This list 
shows only the most common words used in the book that make up more than 80% of the text. For a list of the 
least common words, visit StudyDo.asia. 

Note on Vocabulary

sentence
poem
list
invention
purple
bell
elephant
imagine
tail
barrel

cook
snake
loud
compare
waste
yellow
mouse
title
poet
passenger

correct
solve
verse
discuss
insects
suddenly
guess
orange
pigeon
practice

wasteful
bucket
clean
dish
nice
rain
signal
bottom
brown
lot

phone
puzzled
dictionary
inside
kitchen
quarrel
slowly
smoke
sting
information

mix
noise
ocean
poured
prefer
thick
angry
bite
bones
hidden

print
quickly
rare
shouted
solved
spelling
tastes
thin
whispered
afraid

Some of the Words in Bridges taken from the 2nd 1000 Most Common Words of English.
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